RESPECTING
YOUR TALENT
Why have your CV
professionally written?

IT’S TOO EASY TO GET IT WRONG

GET NOTICED - FIRST IMPRESSIONS COUNT
As your CV is often the first impression that your
potential employer will have of you, it’s also one of the
most important documents that you will ever need.
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We know how to transform tired and tedious technical
CVs into powerful documents fully optimised for:
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When it comes to putting together a great CV – be it for
a contract or permanent position – knowing what to
include and how to write in ways that get results come
naturally to us.
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Here are the three main elements
evaluated in every CV. Content, Layout and
Language.

The human eye (recruiters and hiring managers)
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Application Tracking Software (targeting keywords)
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25%

Repetition

Robot Recruiters (identifying patterns within the
phrasing of job posts and CVs)

LANGUAGE
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Technical
jargon

37%

WHY DO I NEED MY CV PROFESSIONALLY WRITTEN ?
The recruitment process is changing with
the use of more advanced and highly
sophisticated linguistic algorithms. Unless
your CV is structured to match the selection
criteria, there’s a high chance it will be
rejected before it’s ever read.
If your CV does appear in the search results,
it needs to reflect what the recruiter or
hiring manager expects from a candidate
with the skills they desire.
Recruiters will spend at most 10 seconds
initially reviewing each CV, so it’s important
to get it right.
How much of your CV can you read in 10
seconds?

Once these three essential features are
optimised, you’ll stand a better chance of
getting an interview - and your next job.
Our team has uncovered the most common
errors, omissions and preventable mistakes
from a sample of 150 engineering and
technical CVs.

Spelling errors

WHY CHOOSE ABCV SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR CV ?
We offer the most knowledgeable
engineering CV writing services in the UK.
Our team of CV writing specialists ensure that
every aspect of your CV is meticulously correct,
succinct, and engaging.
We also offer:
• 100% satisfaction guarantee – FREE
unlimited revisions*
• Fast turnaround times
• Professional, intuitive, responsive
customer-focussed service

WHAT MAKES US STAND OUT ?

WE ARE PROUD OF OUR TESTIMONIALS
Read what some of our customers have to say about having a professional
CV created by ABCV Solutions:

• We work with clients at all levels – from graduates to
the highest executive level positions
• We never use templates - we understand your CV
should be as unique as you
• We have an in-depth knowledge of all sides of the
engineering industry hiring process
• We can help connect you with specialist recruiters,
groups and companies within your industry
• We stay up to date with the latest social media
technologies and recruitment trends so that you 		
know you’re getting the latest and best advice
• Our clients repeatedly recommend us – check out our
testimonials to see for yourself!

“You don’t realise just how
good, or important for
your career and
aspirations ABCV
Solutions are until you use
them. Once you do, then
it’s obviously really why
you did.”

“I actually got a job
which I started today,
and in part, I believe it
was due to the CV you
assisted me with, so
many thanks for that!
I definitely recommend
ABCV Solutions!”

“I’m blown away with
how simple my CV and
cover letter look and
read. I absolutely love it.
Thanks for being so
professional and
efficient.”

“Very organised, structured
work processes working
with ABCV Solutions to
produce end products of
individual/impactful CV
and LinkedIn profile that
increased connections,
attracted eager recruiters
and led to potential leads in
less than 24 hours.”

“I’m really pleased
with my new CV. It’s
a massive improvement
on what I had previously
and I could not have
achieved these
enhancements myself.”

*We’re confident you will be happy with our service but it’s
essential you’re 100% happy with your new CV, that’s why we
offer three days unlimited revisions of your draft CV.

“ABCV Solutions has done a
fantastic job of writing my CV.
They were able to take 17 years
of experience that filled eight
pages and write it concisely in
3 pages. My new CV delivers all
the same information with
incredible impact, and I am very
happy with it. They also updated
my Linked in Profile to match.
Great work ABCV Solutions!”

“I’m very impressed
with what you have
presented to me,
I nearly hired the guy
and realised it was
me…”

“I was impressed how
quick the turnaround
was, and also realised
how many aspects of
my work history I hadn’t
included in my CV
previously.”

A professionally
written CV, Cover
Letter and LinkedIn
profile is an essential
investment to generate
an immediate first
impression that gets
you noticed.

For more information about
all our services visit:
w

www.abcvsolutions.com
Twitter: @abcvsolutions
Facebook: facebook.com/abcvsolutions/
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/abcv
Email: info@abcvsolutions.com

